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OBJECTIONS TO IsOCRATE8 AS WRITER
OWN AGE.

AND

TEACHER, IN HIS

The defamers of Isocrates in his own age were of such a.
character that he did not feel called upon to reply to them
until he was quite advanced in life (eighty-two years old),
and then only' beCause he saw that the multitude did not
understand the nature of his studies and instruction and the
manner of his life; so that he would be pl~d in a false
position not only among his c()ntemporaries, but also in the
estimation of succeeding ages. He says: "Although I have
known that my manner of life is the subject of calumny with
some of the sophists, who accuse me of drawing up petty
pleas for the courts, just as one might dare to call Phidias
who made the statue of Minerva a mere puppet-maker, or
Zeuxis and Parrhasius as painters of sign-boar~ - still, I
have not defended myself against their petty slanders, because
I supposed their prating was without influence, and that I
had made it evident to all that I had taken upon myself not
. to speak and write upon petty PI1vate contracts, but upon
subjects of such magnitude and importance that no one else
except my pupils and their imitators have ventured to handle
them. On account of this my choice of labor, and my study
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to consult for things that make for peace, I supposed, even
until quite an old man, that I had the good will of all thOle
in private life." "But now, unexpectedly, when ncar the end
of life, ••••• I have found out that some of these are not 80
well disposed toward me as I had hoped. A part of them
because they are quite ignorant of my course of life, and
disposed to listen to those who have anything to say prejudicial to me; and others who, although they know well how
I pass my time, are envious, and are of like mind with the
sophists, and rejoice that others have an erroneous opinion
concerning me." "I therefore cast about me to see how I
could best make posterity acquainted. with the character I
have established, the life I lead, and the instructions I give to
others, and not allow myseU to be misunderstood in reference
to these things, and remain at the mercy of. my detractors ;
• • • • . and I concluded to write a discourse as a picture of
my thoughts and actions, which should remain as a memorial
more honorable than any statue of brass." 1
That he did not consider his course a failure, or unworthy
of the approbation of his contemporaries, notwithstanding
the opposition that he met, and his inability to attain to his
aspirations or control adverse circumstances, a passage in
a letter written in his old age shows: "Although," he says,
"I have kept aloof from civil employment and from the
orator's stand, in default of seU-confidonce and voice, still, I
have not been entirely useless, or without honor and influence,
but have been an undoubted counsellor and aid to those who.
have taken upon themselves the advocacy of. your beat
interests and those of the allies, and have had more influence
by my writings in favor of the freedom and independence of
the Greeks than all those who have harangued before popular
assemblies. For this you would justly give me your most
hearty thanks." t
It is noticeable that the main point of objection to him
was the same that was brought against Socrates. He says:
"According to the indictment, my accuser seeks to bring
I
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upon me the suspicion of ka'Ving comIpted the yO'lJJk, by
teaching them to speak and to carry their point in judicial
contests contrary to justice." 1 But instead of making the
effort to prove this accusation, the detractor attempts to
bring envy and odium upon him by an exaggerated account
of his popularity and influence. " He makes me so great,"
Isocrates says," as no one either of those employed in the
courts or in the study of rhetoric has ever been, and my
pupils more in number than those of all the teachers of
rhetoric.' For he· says that not only private citizens, but
orators and generals and kings and other rulers 'have been
my disciples,8 and that I have received, and.am now receiving,
immense treasures from them. In this style he brings his
action, since he supposes that by such exagge~ted statements
concerning. me and my wealth and the number of my disciples he will excite a feeling of envy in all who hear him,
and by the action before the court rouse your anger and
hatred, which feelings make the judges harsh in their docisions." , His most prominent argument in defence, in
addition to the general course of his life in private, was, that
no one whom he had injured had appeared to testify against
him, as he would be sure to do, ill this hour of his peril, if
any such there were.1I
Whilst, too, his writings and his whole influence had been
to urge his own state to such conduct as should conduce to
to her best good and free the other states from present evils,
and such as to shoW' that his desire was to induce all the
citizens ~ aspire to the highest excellence, how could he
corrupt his disciples? e The reputation obtained by his
1 n..p&ral ".. 1t!ll/JdU•." • ~PO' II, It,..e.r,. ..ob, .._or/pour Ar,eD ItaAntid., 430.
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writings also brought him many pupils, none of whom would
have remained if they had not found him what they expected.
'" But now," he adds, " although they were so many, and had
remained with me, some three, some four years, still no one
of them was ever known to find fault with me; but at last,
when about to return to parents and friends, they were so
well satisfied with my training that they took their leave
with sorrow and tears." 1
He also triumphantly refers to those by name who have been
life-long Qisciples, in proof that .his influence upon his pupils
is good rather than bad. " I will bring forward those who
have been my disciples from my youth even until old age,
and will name those among you who are my contemporaries,
as witnesses of the truth of what I say. Among the earliest
of my pupils were Eunomus and Lysithides and Callippus,
and after these were Onetor, Anticles, Philonides, PhilomeIus, and Charmantides. These were all honored by the stare
with golden crowns, not because they aapired to renown
abroad, but because they were good men and did great good
to the state. Place me in whatever relation to these men
that you please; for as far as the present question is concerned it will in any case be honorable to me. For if you
consider me as their adviser and teacher you will justly have
more regard for me than for those who, on account of their
virtue!!, are entertained in the Prytaneum at public. cost.
For each one of these has made himself only a good man and
citizen, but I as many, as I have before indicated to you." 2
The only other objection made to him as teacher of oratory
was that he himself was not an orator, and his reply was,
according to Plutarch, that" the whetstones are not themselves sharp, but yet are able to sharpen iron." a He, too, waS
1 Nil. 3~ TtH10fJTOW '"1I"I'''''p.I...., "al T". ,.~. Irq Tpta T... a~ Tinapa ~
T1/61".,...", ob3~ls ob3~.I/IC:~"ITIU T"" 'rap' 1,.01 ","""1110., AAA' ••••• 06T., In''r". rl,,, 314Tp&/3~" 011.,..,.1 I"T~ 'rdBou "al3upfJ... 'rCNeiir6&& rl,. A'r~.-AIItid.:
§§ 87, 88.
S Antid., §§ 94, 95.
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accustomed to say to his friends that he taught for a thousand'
minae, but would gladly give ten thousand to anyone who
would teach him confidence and strength of voice.)

IsOORA.TJ!B'

,

LOVE OF COUNTRY.

A genuine love of country h!. conspicuous throughout the
writings of Isocrates. The whole of Greeee with her Asiatic
colonies are the object of his regard and affection when their
interests confiict with those of foreign nations, and especially
with those of the Persians. His hatred to the latter, as
the oppressors. of the Greeks, appears in nearly all his
writings, and is the basis of the Panegyricus 'and Philippus.
He appeals to the example of the earlier Greeks, who, he
says, would not return a favor for a benefit received from
the Persians, so enduring is their anger toward them. "Our
ancestors condemned many to death on suspicion of favor
to the Medea, and even now, before business is entered upon,
in our convocations, curses are imprecated upon any who
may be guilty of such treachery. The Eumolpidae, on
, account of their hatred of the Persians, made known by
criers that all foreigners should be excluded from the cele. bration of the mysteries as murderers. Our dislike to them
is 80 ingrained that the myths in which the calamities of the
Trojans and Persians appear are most of all pleasing to us.
We recite in our festal assemblies triumphal songs relating to
our wars with the barbarians, but elegies over our con1licts
with the Greeks, in our days of sadness. I suppose that one
great charm of the poetry of Homer arises from his eulogies
of those who fought against the barbarians. It is, too, on
this account that our ancestors gave his art so prominent a
place in musical contests, and in the training of the young;
80 that often listening to those poems enmity, to the barbarians would be kept active, and admiration for those who
fought against them may and would enkindle our emulation
for such exploits." 2
He feels above all things the indignities offered to Greece
• Paneg., f 157 sq.
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by the peace of Antalcidas, and the' abuses that followed it,
and tries to rouse his countrymen to throw off the degradation
of the yoke that they had allowed to be cast upon them. It
is now this hated king of those Persians who have so often
shown their. inferiority to the Greeks, "who manages our
affairs, and prescribes what each must do; and except that
he has not established governors in our towns, what has he
left undone? For is he not the arbitex: of war and peace,
and has he not taken upon himself the guidance of our
affairs ? Do we not make suit to him as commander in our
difficulties with one another? Do we not call him the great
king, as if we were captives? 1.
Such were his feelings in reference to the whole of Greece
when her interests came into conflict with foreign nations.
But when, as was often the case, the Grecian states were at
variance with each other, Athens called forth his warmest
and heartiest commendations. "Our state," he says, "is
acknowledged to be the most ancient, the greatest, and the
most renowned among men. Upon this as a basis, still
greater honors have acqrued.. The land that we inhabit we
have neither seized upon by violence nor acquired by occupation. Neither are we a heterogeneous mass collected from
various nations, but so noble and pure is 0111' origin that we
may ever, through all time, have her from whom we are
born since we are natives of our own soil, and can call our
country by the names of our most endeared objects; for we
alone of all the Greeks can call .the same our nurse and
native country and mother." 2
The benefactions of Athens to the rest of Greece is dwelt
upon in the Panegyricus, and elsewhere in his writings,
lovingly and with the greatest assurance.· " These, he saya,
we shall best underStand if we examine in order from tha
beginning the acts of our state. For we shall find that she
has been il! the front rank in the perils of war, and has been

r

Paneg., H 120, 1lI1.
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• See PaDeg., i J6 Ill.
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the originator of that civil code by which we have, instead
of nomads, become the inhabitants of fixed abodes, and
collected together in towns, and enjoyed the privileges of
cultivated life." 1 "Through her we have the advantages of
agriculture, the mysteries,s and festive assemblies. She has
acquired territory, founded colonies, invented the useful and
ornamental arts, cultivated philosophy, taught proficiency in
the use of language,8 and inculcated piety towards the gods;
.and, in fine, it is useless to attempt to teach the honor that
belongs to her, such benefits has she bestowed upon the
Greeks. No one, indeed, could invent a recompense which
would be a fit return for her benefactions.4
His patriotism is conspicuous in his influence as teacher.
It was for his country that he labored to form the minds and
character of his fellow-citizens. Of them he demanded no
pay. Pecuniary reward he received from those who came
from abroad, but he was satisfied if his home pupils became
good and influential citizens.
Isocrates' invitation to- Philip to make himself the head of
united Greece in order to enable them to throw off the
dominion of Persia, has sometimes been alleged as 8Ugges~
ing a suspicion of treason. But I can find nothing but a
loving regard for Greece in it, although his confidence in
Philip proved to be too implicit. He felt doubtless, that the
aid of the Macedonian was the last resource left to his
country, and hoped that he was appealing to a nature as
generous and honor-loving as his own. Thus Gillies says:
"Even Demosthenes, the inveterate enemy of Philip, though
at first he exclaimed against the peace with this prince, yet
afterwards published a discourse to persuade the Athenians
to observe it, though he continued to inveigh against Philip
in the public assembly he was sellldble that his countrymen
were unable to resist him in the field. But 180crates, more
cautious, instead of irritating that powerful monarch, endeavored to appease him. He attempts by insinuation and
address to deceive the man who had 80 long deceived the
1 Paneg., i H.
I Ibid., i 28l1li.
• Ibid., i.7 eq.
tIbid., i 83.
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Greeks. As ambition was the predominant passion in the
breast of Philip, Isoorates offers to him the idea of an enterprise more glorious and splendid than even the conquest of
Greece. It becomes a prince like you; he says, to despise
little interests and inglorious victories. You ought to attempt
an enterprise whioh, if suocesful, will raise your renown
above that of all former monarchs, ~d whioh, though unfortunate, will ensure you the love and esteem of your country' .
men." 1
It seems strange that Dem08thenes judged 80 differently
from Isocrates of the oharacter of Philip, as is shown by his
Philippics, whioh Isocrates probably refers to as slanderous to
his Philip. But, as Bauchenstein 2 says, Isoorates, born five
years before the Peloponnesian war, had as a boy and young
man seen Athens at the height of its prosperity, and been
familiar with the improvements which had resulted to Athens
from the' age of Pericles. This early impression often burst
forth in his praises of that age and of the earlier democracy.
But the Decelearl war, which began B.C. 413, in his twentythird year, he considered as the turning point, after which the
glory of Athens waned, and internal corruption increased.'
From that time he saw the wild rule of demagogues, the deep
humiliation of Athens, the reign of terror of the Thirty and
its results, the oitizen's war; and soon after the end of that,
relaxation of discipline, idleness, poverty, deterioration, and
all the evils of democracy for nearly seventy years. How
could the grey-haired old man with all these experiences
have the same faith and hope as young and strong DemoEthenes, with his fewer years of struggle? Isoorates felt
the iusuffi.cienoy of the old worn-out systems of Greece, but
he was full of faith that his people were destined to a better
fate if only the right man should come, as he certainly must,
. who would unite all the states against their old enemy.
In the Panegyrious he had labored to bring about a reconoiliation among the Greeks, so that they, by a united effort.
might free the Grecian colonies in Asia, and give indepen1 LiCe of 1Ioc.,

p. 188.
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dence and prosperity to the whole of Greece. But this could
not be accomplished without discarding the Peace of Antalcidas, and that had been brought about so much by Spartan
influence, and in favor of Spartan supremacy among the'
Greeks, that they were hard to be persuaded.! Although his
feeling of the superiority of Athens so pervades this oration,
still he contrives wisely to make all the circumstances contribute to rouse resentment against the barbarians, that it
should seem that it could not fail of its design. But, as is
well known, it did; and the Greeks continued in their intestine brojls, and wrought out their own ,destruction." 2
He next (866 B,C.) turned to Archidamus of Sparta, a
descendant of the Heraclidae. But the dissensions of the
Greeks still continued. Four years after (862 B.C.) the fourth
invasion of the Peloponnesus was made by the Thebans, in
which Epaminondas lost his life. Five years later still the
Social war commenced between Athens and aer allies, which
proved exhausting to the Grecian states, and, in the same
year, the still more disastrops Sacred war commenced between
Thebes and Phocis, and lasted ten years. For a time, too,
Isocrates placed some confidence in the aid of Dionysius of
Syracuse and in that of Jason of Pherae, whose conquest of'
the Persian king ended in words only.8 But when all other
resources failed, and he saw his country .drifting slowly, but
surely into absolute subjection, :he made the effort which, to
one less confident in the love of the right and honor, would
have seemed fool-hardy; but to him it offered a gleam of
hope, which, however, the battle of Ohaeronea soon obliterated.
THE POIJTICAL ETHICS OF IsoCRATm.

As a writer in political ethics Isocrates has perhaps few,
if any, equals among the ancients; and yet he never wrote
specifically on that subject. But the practical bearing of his
writings in the direction of state-policy, and devotion to the
best interests of his country, whether upon the side of the
1 Paneg., 4 18 aq.

I Gillies'. Introd. to Paneg., p. Ii.
• See RaUChenlt.eiU'8 Einl., Reden des 1Ioc., S.10, and Phil., t 119.
VOL. XXXV. No. 140.
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ruler or the subject, - for he placed himself in both relations,
Dionysius says: "I suppose if auy
one wishes not a one-sided, but a comprehensive, knowledge
•of state government and policy, he should study Isocrates
assiduously." "Who," he asks," would not be incited to a
love of the state and people, or to the nurture of civil honesty,
by reading the Panegyricus? For in that whilst he commemorates the virtues of their ancestors who liberated
Greece from the dominion of the barbarians, he not only
depictlil them as brave warriors, but as men possessed of a
most noble charac~r, not more coveting military IUld political
renown than striving for a well-ordered life; desiring less
the things of others than those impossible to obtain; judging
of happiness not according to a money standard, bu~ by a
good name and honorable deeds; and feeling that they should
leave to their posterity great and unenvied wealth if they
bequeathed them a good reputation among the people." 1
In respect to the nature of government he well says:
" Government is the very soul of the state, having the same
power as the mind in the body. For it is that which gives
counsel concerning all things, devises and guards what is
good, and wards off evil. It assimilates to itself laws, statesmen, and citizens, and controls their action." I The constitution of Athens, as devised by Solon and revised by OlistheneB
(and interpreted by Isocrates) , is,in its working, a model for
all ages: "They did not," he says, "establish a polity which,
while it claimed for itself equi~ and lenity, was actually
oppressive in its application to those who lived under it; nor
one that trained its subjects to consider democracy as license ;
freedom, lawlessness; and liberty of speech, the right to
utter calumnious and seditious sentiments; and the permission
to do all these things as the highest good. On the contrary,
by frowning on and punishing all such perverters of freedom,
1 See Dionyaiua, Vita, p. 57; a1ao Panegyricul. f 78: ~ ..~. a"v,- .....
~ cannot be questioned.
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it made all, of the citizens better and wiser. It also trained

all to be good citizens by teachirig them to distinguish that"
equality w.hich treats all alike from that which gives to all
according to" their deserts, rewarding and punishing all as each
deserves•••••• Offices, al80, were bestowe-d upon those alone
who were "best and best qualifiad for their respective duties,
with the hope that private citizens would 1MI assimilated to
their rulers." I
The mutnally advantageous relation of different classes in
society, if accepted in theory, is not always carried out in
practice and feeling in our own, as it was not in his, age.
"They [ our ancestors] not only agreed in reference to public
matters, but in private life they respected each other's rights
&8 right-minded fellow-citizens should do. The poorer classes
were 80 far from envying those who h~ accumulated property that they cared for the greater estates as their own,
because they supposed that the prosperity of these was gainful to themselves. Those who had wealth did not despise
those who were less fortunate, but, with the feeling that
their poverty was their own disgrace, they gladly miuistered
to their necessities. Some they supplied with land at a
moderate rent, others they employed in trade, and still
others were furnished with means for pursuing other avocations. For they did not fear either that they should lose the
whole, or be obliged to resort to harsh means for recovering
any part of what was loaned. They felt &8 secure in reference
to it as if it were shut up in their coffers at home. For
they saw that those who were made judges of private transactions did not use partiality, but adhered strictly to the laws,
.' •••• and felt greater indignation against the transgressor
than the injured party themselves. For those who violated
trusts injmed the poor, rather than the rich. For the
latter, if they intermitted their loans, suffered small 1088;
but the former, if deprived of aid, would be subject to extreme want." I
That civil polity is best of all, in his estimation, which
1 AnIop.,

, to eq.
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relieves the poor from want by fnrnishing the means of
gaining support by labor and by the benefactions of the rich,
shields the young from licentiousness by care in interesting
them in business and study, saves magistrates from peculation by visiting transgression with merited punishment, and
rescues the aged from despondent inaction by political honors
and the due reverence of the young.!
His leading precept, when he was giving instruction to
Demonicus,i the son of his friend, not only for the guidance
of his youth, but of subsequent life, is: "First of all, exercise
piety toward the gods not only by your offerings, but by
faithfnlness in abiding by your oaths. For whilst the former
is an indication of your pecuniary ability, the latter is a proof
of your soundness of character. Honor the deity at all times,
but especially in connection with the public sacrifices. Thus
you show not only your piety toward the gods, but your obedience to the laws." 8 His respect for law was to be not
merely eye-service; for he enjoins not only the faithful observance of the written laws, but obedience to the wishes
and imitation of the example of the ruler as the most authoritative law.' Neither does the form of government affect
the duty of obedience. "For," he says," as those living
under a democracy must obey the will of the many, 80 those
under a king must respect the authority of the king." 6
Upon the' king he enjoins, with even more distinctness,
piety, self-culture, personal subjection, a blameless life, and a
subservience of all self-interest tothe best good of the governed.
The limits of one Review Article allow but a meagre selection
ofthe noble precep~ with which his Nicocles is filled, and which
are also scattered through his other writings. In general, he .
says to the king," Manage your state as you would your own
paternal household •.•••• Worship the gods as enjoined by
Areop., t 55.
D,-IAd""" ••••• .,.. ..00 ... np4rro. /Jtou np./JouAt.
"./Mono. Xpdl1011 ft~A/MI «ClTCIAlft.", t «.
• Demon., t 13.
1
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your fathers, but consider that the best sacrifice and the
highest service is to show yourself as the best and ·most
righteous ...... All must acknowledge that it is the office
of a king to remedy defects, supply the wants of the state,
and guard its prosperity, and raise it from a low to a high
position. . ...• It is plainly ~ot so necessary for athletes to
exercise the body as for kings to cultivate the mind and
heart....... They shonld make special effort to excel as much
in virtues as they do in honors,1 and not suppose that whilst
care and labor avail in other matters they have no influence
in the enlargement of their own virtue and wisdom. . ...•
Have not less dominion over yourself than over others, and
reckon it most kingly to be subject to no passion, but to rule
your desires more authoritatively than your subjects." 2
More particularly, he says: "If you find that any prescri~
tions or laws are unjust in their bearings, either annul or
correct them. Strive earnestly to originate the best measures;
and if you cannot do that, adopt those which others have
found best. Let them be wholly just, useful, and homogeneous, and such as will make differences among citizens
fewest and reconciliations easiest. ••. . • Perform the office
of judge, when controversies arise, with the strictest impartiality and consistency, always giving the same decision in
reference to the same things." Again, he says: "You will
best rule the people if you suffer them never to do or suffer
wrong, and are careful that the best receive the honor,
whilst the other citizens experience no wrong. For these
are the ground-principles for the best adm1nistration of the
government." 8
Isocrates' precepts for those who occupy places of trust
and authority, if they may seem commonplace truisms, yet
are not always more heeded in our own than in his age:
" If you are appointed to office, employ no unfaithful assistant
in your duties, as his delinquencies will be imputed to you.
•...• Go not out of office richer, but more honored, than when
you entered upon it; for the praise of the many is better
I

Ad. Nieoc., It ll,ll!.

I

Ibid., t 1I9.

• Ibid., t 816, and
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than great riches.•••.. Be not an aider or abettor of any
wrong-doing; for you will have the reputation of that to
which you give your influence in others•..•.. Exert yourself
to gain the ability to acquire wealth and powe:r, but abstain
from grasping more than is your due, so that you may
seem to desire justice not from weakness, but from love of
the right." 1
His exhortations to the leaders in society and government
are adapted to times of prosperity, as well 8,8 adversity.
After enumerating the signs of wealth and power at Athens,
he says: "These very things especially excite my apprehensions, because I see that those states that feel most confident in their prosperity counsel most unwisely, and that
extreme self-confidence is the precursor of the greatest peril.
The cause is obvious; for unmixed good or ill is not the lot
of man. Folly and license are often the offspring of wealth
and power; but poverty and lowliness of mind beget wisdom
and moderation. So it is uncertain whether we ought to
strive to leave the one or the other [wealth or power] to our
posterity." 2
The feeling of lsocrates was strong that the only firm
basis of a government was the virtue and intelligence of the
eitizens: "Increase of virtue comes not from these things
[i.e. many and accurate laws], but from the habits of daily.
life; for the many are assimilated in character to the edu. cation that they have received. The number and accuracy
of the laws are a sign of tho imperfections of those governed .
• . . • . It is not necessary to have the piazzas covered with
edicts, but to have the principles of justice in the heart.
Without these, the best laws can be of no avail; for they
only who are well educated are sufficiently prepared to receive
them." 8
" The whole object of the discourse upon the Peace," he
says, "is to show the folly and madness of supposing that
injustice can ever be advantageous, and that the retaining
by violence of. territory belonging to others can be otherwise
1

Demon., t 88.
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than calamitous."·1

His rebuke of those who maintain a
contrary sentiment is plain and pointed: "Wretched sophistry 1" he says; ." as if wealth, power, honor-in one word,'
happiness itself - were not the reward of virtue; as if the
virtues of the mind were not accompanied with every other
advantage; as if such as neglect them were not blind
to their truest interest; and the temperate, the brave, and •
,the just were not especially favored by gods and men. For
my own part, I am persuaded that these alone obtain what is
truly useful, while the unjust become the victims of gain;
and like creatures which are caught with a bait, purchase an
accidental pleasure at the price of absolute destruction. But
the pious and just live perfectly secure, and eternal felicity
lies open to their view." I It is, too, still more necessary for
states than-individuals to practice virtue and eschew vice.
For a bad man may die before punishment is executed, but
states, from their undying nature, are subject to certain
vengeance from gods and men.8
.
The exhortations of Isocrates at the close of his honest
and bold and patriotic plea. with the Athenians for peace, is
as good a proof of his love of country and the right, as the
soundness of his political code. "I have this to add as the
crowning idea of my discourse, to 'Which the whole has been
tending, and as the test principle of all political action, that
if we would end the calumnies that now are put upon us,
cease from needless war, and secure for our state a supremacy bOth high and enduring, we, mindful of the calamities
that arise from them, must discard all tyrannical rule and
unjust authority••... A great deal might be said upon this
topic, but the length of this discourse, and my advancing
years, admonish to refrain. But I advise and entreat all who
are in the bloom and vigor of life to speak and write such
things as may, avoiding injury to the others, incite the leading states of Greece to virtue and just dealing, which with
1 Peace,. 17.
•
I Peace, t 81, 811 (GIUiea'a traDal.doD); . . a1ao Iaoc., Plataieal,. 1111.

a Puce, t 120.
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the prosperity of Greece will advance the inoorests of liberal
culture.l
The form of government that he preferred for his own
staoo was, as has been before hinood, a democracy, and for
an oligarchy he had no tolel'ance. "All my discourses," he
says, " plainly show my hatred of oligarchy and every species
of tyranny, and my love of equal rights, and a democracy
based on justice and reason .•••• Its superiority is shown in
the histmy of our own ancestors when they lived under it,
and thereby became the most distinguished of nations, and
in that of the Lacedemonians, and other peoples that have
become most renowned and prosperous. Even our present
system, faulty as we all feel it to be, is divine in comparison
with the rule of the Thirty." 2
It need not be deqied that the troubles and abuses of the
popular government of his time not only caused in him longings for a full re-instatement of the Areopagus, but also suggested vividly the advantages of a monarchy where such a
ruler as Evagoras or Nicoeles occupied the throne; into the
latter of whose mouth, in the address which he prepared for
him to give to his people, he puts them fully and vividly." 8
Wieland well characterizes the spirit and influence of Isoerates' writings in their political bearing. "Anyone," he
Bays, " familiar with his works cannot resist the belief that it
was his true zeal, when he for half, a century used to the full
all the powers of his mind, and all the resources of his art,
to turn back the Athenians and the rest of the Greeks to- the
better ways of thought and life of their ancestors, and to
persuade them that the erroneous and hurtful notions that
we are able to build up our own interests by the oppression
of others, unmistakably will acceleraoo our own ruin; that
justice in word and deed, without which the most powerful
states cannot long maintain their power, is indispensable to
the bare existence of the smaller states, and that nothing
1
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else than a public spirit which would animate all the Greek
states and towns, and unite them, as it were, into one great
f&mil!, could make this state-bond (which exists only by its
concord and brotherly feeling, without which it would· be powerless and fall to pieces of itself, but with which it is vigorous, terrible, and every way powerful) secure from the disgrace of subjection to an Asiatic despotism, or from the danger of an unlooked-for bondage to an ever-growing European
neighbor. All his writings breathe forth these only true
principles of state policy, which consists merely in the application of the principles of morals to the intercourse of common life, and to the carrying on of existence in communities;
and in this regard he seems to me to have acted worthily of
his name, Isocrates,l and to have been among the rhetoricians of his age what Socrates was to.the sophists of his.
But his labors had also in reference to the great object for
which he labored no better result." I

IN

WHA.T SENSE DID IsoCRATES CLA.DI TO BE A. PIIILOBOPlIER

?

The question naturally suggests itself what right !socrates had to designate his teachings as philosophy3 ( ~,'McTo4Ja), and his pupils as students in philosophy (ol W ~,};.
OtT~lf &vrev). Although he shows some acquaintance with
the philosophical terms f of Socrates and Plato, yet he
plainly had no taste for, or familiarity with, their minute
speculations and dialectic niceties. He had probably been a
hearer of Socrates in company with Plato, and they had, as
has been seen, the highest appreciation of Isocrates' talents;
but the only ground of sympathy between them must ba\"e
been the high-toned moral bearing and intellectual cultUre,
I That ie according to the explanation of H. Wolf.: 1t,..,.W,II ..~ 1.,0.., or
aequabilicer temperatlllD bom et aequi ob8emmtem. Still the other explanation: aequalinm Tictorem i. preferable."
I Beneeler'e Einl., to the Paneg.
• See Paneg., i 13, and Ranchenacein'., Einl. to Paneg., and Areop., p. 6.
• Rauchenatein cites the contrat between Ufll and
13. i 8, the nle
of JaIa& 3. i !IO, ~." ""'tX06tr,,, TWr........ W .., i.e. n;' "",,,.,ro,,,,s and n;.

«1rIi"",

""....",.
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so prominent in them all. Sottle passages in both Isocrates
and Plato would seem to indicate opposition in sentiment 1
upon some points between them, but not of a nature to pr0duce any acrimony or even want of mutual regard)1I
Isocrates' own words are the best explanation of what he
means by philosophy. "It is that which has trained us to
right action, and humanized our intercourse with one
another, and taught us to distinguish between the evils that
arise from imprudence and nece88ity, and to ward off the
one and bear nobly the other." 8 In Antidosis, too, he
defines it: "Since men have not by nature that knowledge
which enables them to determine what in all cases is best to
be done or said, I suppose those are wise who by their intelligent judgment are able best to attain to the highest good;
and philosophers are those who. occupy themselves with those
things which will most easily and quickly give them this
ability ·of right discrimination.'"
Philosophy in Isocra1M'
view is all that culture of the mental and moral powers that
enables men to think out and cany into practice, and ee~
cially to expre88 in words, whatever is best fitted to the relations of speaker and hearer.6 Thus Dyonysius advises all of
those of his own age who wish to cultivate true philosophy,
and who are not satisfied with the contemplation of virtue
merely, but desUous of its practice, and who are not 80 solicitous topa88 a quiet life as one that will be most useful to
the greatest number, to imitate the plan of life that Isocrates
laid down." e
The study of philosophy is with him the study of literature
in its best and most extended sense, and philosophers are
students of literature. His ideal philosopher would be a
man of the highest culture in morality and intellect. And
as his aim was to give this culture, he properly called his
school a school of philosophy, himself a teacher of phil~
phy, and his pupils students in philosophy. The best phiI See Note on p. 6, of BauchelllteiJI.
• Paneg.,. 47.
I See Andd., t 180 III.

• Seep. 418.

AndeL, t 270,171.
• Via., p. 57.
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1000Phy is that which enables a -man to exercise the beet
moral influence. In a more restricted 8eDBe, philosopby is
the careful Aody of any subject. And the true orator
receives by him the name of philosopher, becaUBe he considers that careful and thorough training and study are prime
requisites for the orator. Hence, he-says: "Those who turn
the minds of tho youth simply to exert themselves to become
eloquent, perform a good work, but those who labor to form
in them good and intelligent cbaraeters accomplish a far
higher end, in as much as to lif16 well is a far better atUdnment than to speak well." 1
It is well known that Isocratell, as well as Socrates and
Plato, was often ranked as a sophist, and mad. responsible
for their sentiments, and thus was not only subject to calumny
from others, but was also envied and hated by them. But
he was careful to make known how far he was from the
pretension and arrogance of many of them whom lie called
dtyeNJow ~~.I He characterizes them, ns does also
Plato, as professing to know all things, and as ready at the
smallest expense to teach others all things, and yet (which
Isoerates considers as the most damning sin) not feeling
confidence that their teaching will tarn out their pupils as
honest men, but requiring pledges of their honor and honesty
to be deposited with others.· This same _arrogance which
they exhibit they impute also to Isocrates, which he triumphantly discards by appealing to the character and testimony
of his life-long pupils.
IsoCBAT!2' MOBAL AND PBAc.nOAL TEACHINGS.

The -works of Isocrates aboUDd in precepts of morality,
and rules for the suoeesaful guidance to an honorable and
1 See l>eq)on., U -S, 4. ·011'0' ,ul' dar "~r .,.obr Iaut-.l' ~Allllr .... "".,,.,,.,.urobr
A6,ovs 1I'Vf"I(144ww... nUl' ,ur 'f'tO' Iftxftpos""" 06 ,..", ",'" .,. n ICplrrllJ"l'Ol'
~ tu ,-pis-", &roc ~ .,.Oir _1poJr .•LnnoWr-, "It Ii III .,..",
hw6nrrca .,..", 1• .,.Oir Mop.,
AM' ...., ..l T.II .,.pdn••", noulaioc
~bcu ~" .,.0I10(,.,,,,uiAA0II IIC,t""" TW• •&1..... ""'Aos""" &rtW 01 ,ul'
hi A4-yor p.dl'OIII1'11fH11CCIAoWUI 01 ~ .,.11• .,.pdnr ....... ltr_pBoWn.
I Bee hit DillC01lr18 against the Sophists, Panath., • 14.
• SOphi..... 2 sq.
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useful life, some of which have been already quoted.1 Jlis
picture
the habits of the young men of former ages, to
which he exhorts those of his own time to return, is worthy
of notice. " The youth did not then frequent the gaminghouses or the musio-shops, or other places of frivolous amw.
ment and dissipation, such as those in which they now pus
their time, but engaged in those studies and pursuits which
were appointed them, with admiration emulating those who
excelled in them. They had such an aversion to the forum
that if they were ever compelled to pass through it, they
showed their modesty and reserve by their demeanor in it.
Want of respect for the aged they considered worse than the
young men now-a-days do disobedience to parents. No slave,
even, of good character, would venture to eat or drink in a
low tavern, for they were desirous of maintaining a reputable
demeanor, and of avoiding that of a buffoon. The ability w
say sharp things and to scoff, which we consider a mark of
genius, they supposed to be a misfortune." 2
In a discourse written when he was eighty-two he quotes
from his different discourses to prove that all' his writings
inculcate virtue au.d justice, whether they are in disoonneoted
moral precepts, as in Demonicos and Nicocles, or in more con.
nected piece, such as the Panegyricus, Panathenaicus. But our
limits do not allo~ extended quotations, and indeed one would
hardly know where to begin, so full are his writings of precepts
and indirect lessons, which inculcate a high-toned morality,
such'as are seldom. found in authors who precede the Christian
dispensation. Even the much vaunted precepts of the Buddhists can scarcely be said to equal,and certainly not excel them.
He inculcates not only upon subjects, but rulers, to worship
the gods by the prescribed rites, but especially by a strict
regard to the truth and the literal observance of oaths, which
are to be taken only when religion and honor are at stake, and
never for pecuniary gain.- Always show yourself such a

or

1 See p. 435 sq.
I A.reop., f "' 4'.
• See Demon., f 13 ; A.d. Nieoc. l alao Demon., f 23 : -0pIr0" IIrcuITw wptWIIx•••60 "pof4nu,' ..IIWFW alTW .w}Cpis AnA.", , +lMur IIC ~ ICU'I4Iw
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lover of truthfulness that your words may be more relied on
than the oaths of others.! Truthlulness in all relation's and
in all places he inculcates with such plainness and frequency
as to show th.at it was not only the basis of his own character, but of the character he would form in others. He recognizes conscience, too, as a ground for right action. .. If
you conceal a wrong act for the present it will come to light
at some futare time; but even if you succeed in keeping it
secret from others, gou !/OUh'self will be conscious of it." 2
He enjoins upon his hearers, whether in the relation of
kindred or friends or fellow-citizens, to judge of the treatment to be extended to others by the substantially Scripture
rule: "Whatsoever ye would that others do to you, do ye the
same to them"; or, in other words, put yourselves in their
places, and decide by what you would then wish.
Practical precepts for the ordinary life, day by day, are
found abundantly in Isocrates' writings: " Decide slowly, but
act promptly when you have decided." 8 "Seek prosperous
issues from the gods, but wise counsel from yourself." "Be
content with the present, but seek better things in the future."4
" Do not so much desire a great accumulation of good things
of this life as a moderate enjoyment of them in the present
time." "He who labors zealously to accumulate wealth,
when he knows not how to enjoy what he already has, is like a
purchaser of a spirited horse which he cannot ride." II "Seek
that pleasure which is free from the taint of dishonor as a great
good, but count tbat which is withou't honor as most evil." 8
" See to it tbat you control all those things by which it is
base that the mind should be overcome, such as love of gain,
anger, pleasure, grief. This you will do if you consider that
to be pin by which you procure a better name, and not
wealth merely; and if you indulge in such anger towards
offenders as you would wish others to exhibit towards you
when you offend; and if you count it base while you rule
your servants to be slaves to pleasure; and in grief, if you
1

Nieoc., 421.
t Demon., f 29.

I

Demon., §§ 16,17.
I Ibid., f 17.
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• Ibid., § 17 sq.
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observe the calamities of others and recollect that you are
mortal." 1
Next to truthfulness Isocrata would seem to value good
learning. "Oonsider it, he says, far better to have laid up
much useful knowledge than great wealth; for the latter
may quickly pass away, whilst the former is a poeaeeeion for
all time. Wisdom alone of all our acquietions is immortal.
•.••• Do not hesitate to make a long journey to those who
promise to U!aeh you anything valuable. When merchants
make long sea voyages to increase their eetatA!8, is it not base
that the young should shrink from a land journey for the
improvement of their minds? " 2
THE DOIllESTIC AND PmvA.TE LIFE OJ!' IsocBA.TES, AND BIB
DEATH AND

BUBUL.

Of the domestic cbaraoW' of Isocrata little is known.
The insinuations of Plutarch that he was guilty of some
sensual indulgence in early life seems not ~ have much
foundation, and is sufficiently contradicted, in the absence of
proof, by his subsequent life and writings. His commendations of a life of purity and self-command are abundant and
explicit. He did not marry· until late in life, and then to •
widow, by the name of Plathane, the daughter of the orator
Hippias, the youngest of· whose three SODS, Aphareus, he
adopted. This adopted IOn seems to have profited by the
instruction of lsoerates, and, in imitation of him, wrote orations, and was also the author of tragedies, and periormed
the duties of a son with faithfulness and affection. When
Isocrates was called upon unj~tly to tit out a trireme, Aphareus was able sueceBSfully to defend him.Perhaps no circumstance of his life it more indicative of
his kindly domestic character than his letter, in extreme age,
to the Mytilenians, at the request of the children of Aphareus,
asking permission for their music t.cher and hie relatives
to return from exile. " The children of Aphareus,my grandchildren, who have been th~ pupils of Agenor in music, have
1
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requested me to write you a letter ·asking you, as you have
recalled certain others from banishment, that you will extend
your clemency to him and his father and brothers. I replied
to them that I feared I should seem out of my place and
meddlesome if I asked 80 great a favor from those with whom
I had never before had communication or acquaintance. But
they were still more importunate. And when they found
that I did not yield to their entreaties they showed themselves
plainly displeased and grieved. Seeing this, I at last promised to write and send the letter to you." 1
The meridian ·of the life of Isocrates would seem to have
been almost cloudless. Possessed of a healthy mind and a
body that knew little or anything of pain or disease, associated with the men of the highest character and the most
elevated position, loved and honored by the most gifted young
m~ of the age, many of whom had been or were his pupils,
surrounded by every comfort which an ample fortune could
give, untramelled by public or private business, nothing but
the varying fortunes of his beloved Athens seemed to give
him cause for anxiety or annoyance. Those who from envy
and malice put a wrong construction upon what he wrote,
and attempted to impugn his motives, he says, " did not move
him," so certain was he that his intentions and infiuence
were good.
But as age advanced he became more sensitive to criticism,
and more solicitous that his name should descend to posterity
as untarnished as he felt his life to have been pure.8 Still he
felt such confidence in his own integritY. of purpose, and such
assurance that the voice of posterity would sanction it, that
he, if indeed he could have in any circumstances, has now no
~sposition to have recourse to any other than the most highminded measures for defense. So, after quoting from several
of his discourses which had been previously made public,
he says: "I see that others, when on trial, at the close of
their defense, supplicate and entreat you and bring forward
their children and friends in order to infiuence your feelings.
1 EpilL
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But I suppose that no luch thing is suited to one of my
age. And besides I should blush for shame if I used any
other means of defense than my previous writings, which I
have just recited to you. For I am confident that I have
spoken in them with IUch reverent regard and honesty, both
with reference to our country and ancestors, but especially
in reference to the gods, that if any human affairs committed
to their care receive their attention, I suppose no one of these
which now concern me will escape their notice. I therefore
do not stand in dread of your decisions concerning me, but
have the confident belief and hope that my life will come to
its close, whenever it shall be best, making this proof that I
have lived in past time, uutil this day, as those should live
who reverence the gods and are loved by them." 1
When Isocrates was in his eighty-fourth year and in the
midst of an elaborate discourse in praise of Athens, the almost
unbroken tenor of his laborious life was interrupted by an
attack of disease with which he struggled for three years. His
own account of it and its attendant circumstances can hardly
fail of interest to the student of his works. " I wish," he
says, " to say a word upon what befell me when I was writing
this discourse, which I began at the advanced age specified
in the beginning. When it was half written I was attacked
by a disease which, although delicacy forbids me to name it,1
frequently ends the life not only of the old, but also of those
in the vigor of life, in three or four days. With this I strog- .
gled continually for three years, suffering daily so much, that
not only those who were with me, but those who heard about
it from them, admired me for my powers of endurance more
than for those things which had called forth their praise in
former days." 8
.
In the following quotation from the same discourse we
have the outlines of a picture of the closing labors of the
1 AntieL, t 3l11, 3l1t.
• Coray la1l: Meint er etw. den Dn1'Cbf'aU (Dlarrhol) eine bei den AI..
I8hr geIlbrlich Krankheit.
I

Puwh., t lI66 Ill.
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veteran scholar, surrounded by admiring friends, such as
Cicero praised in his treatise on old age. Isocrates says:
"When I was thus exhausted by disease and worn with
age, some of those who frequented my house, and had
often read that part of my discourse that was written, urged
and entreated me that I would not leave it half written, nor
even incomplete, but that I would devote myself at short
intervals [i.e. as my strength would allow] to its completion.
They did this not as a mere ceremonious attention to me,
but with the highest encomiums of what was written, 'and
saying things which if they had been heard by those who
were not familiar with or attached to me, must have seemed
to have been the most arrant flattery; and, if I had listened
to them, I should have shown, myself in the last stages of
senile folly. I thus yielded to them; incurring, perhaps, this
reproach from some, when I wanted bnt three years of being
an hundred, •.... and was so enfeebled that anybody else
would not only not apply himself to writing, bnt would not feel
able to listen to a discourse written and read by another." 1
The battle which crushed the liberties of Greece and made
it little more than a dependency npon the king of Macedon,
was fought at Chaeronea in Boeotia, and the news was not
long in reacbing Athens. The consternation that shone in
every face and filled every bean, was too mnch for the patriot of almost a hnndred years to endure. He had labored
long with his fellow~itizens, admonished, entreated, advised
them, with the hope that something of the vigor and honesty
of the age of Solon and his successors might again return.
He had endeavored to kindle in the breast of Philip a glow
of the nobility that he hoped was latent in his blood that had
flowed down to him from a Greek fountain, and sentiments
of a noble and generous ambition to be, by the aid of the
united Greeks, the conqueror of the Persian despot. But all
had failed. His lif~work was blurred; he might almost, at
the moment, feel that it was obliterated, and the page on
which it was inscribed a blot. From this time he took no
I
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food, and in three or four days was gathered to his fathers,
repeating the first line of three of the dramas of Euripides:
~ 4 ~ fJvyaTlpew~n~ 4 T~IOV -" mr- p.oN:w~ 'ItfIr' &an,

KG8p.or MA&"'.1

Isocrates was buried, in the midst of his kindred, near the
Oynosarges, on a mound to the left, in the suburbs of Athens,
where the school of the Oynics was held, and where were
temples of Hercules, and other worthies. Not only his
father and mother and aunt, and brother Theodorns, and a
cousin of lsocrates, but his wife, his adopted son Aphareus,
with his children, were clustered about him. Six mural
tablets marked their graves. Over that of !socrates was a
column thirty cubits hig~, surmounted by a syren of the
stature of seven feet, symbolical of the charms of his eloquence. Not far off stood a tablet on which were delineated
poets and his teachers, among whom was Gorgias, with !s0crates standing near, looking upon an astronomical globe.
In the vestibule of the temple at Eleusis, too, there is a
brazen statue erected to him by Timotheus' the son of Conon,
and pupil and life-long friend of !socrates.' His steJHlOD
Aphareus, also, could not leave him whom he bad so loved
and honored in life, without a public token of his regard. He
placed upon a column in the temple of Jupiter Olympus a
brazen statue in his honor.8
1 Plutarch's Vita, p. D:vii. and Note (Auger'a edition). By &heBe linea Wolf
says: .. Isocratel1riahed 110 Indicate that Greece was now objected 110 its fOnnb
enala1'8msnt 110 a barbarlua dominion. The M'acedonJaaa" u appeara from
. DemOithenes, were included among barbariaDa, ahhoagh Philip _ COIIIideNd
u an Aegean and d_dant of Hercules."
I The inacription wu u followa :

X'"

T~. +tAlu Tf
(not".. f t rptrr".IW,
~ .lU .... a. '""'" .....

ANx.4po1lf r".,.". - Plutarch', Isoc., p. ux.

• 'the following was the ineeription upon it :
"l1101rpMaus •A~b. r_jIlI. 11ft". ti.a. b/lrpre
1".,1,
orl 111S- n1 .,.w.. .,...
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